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What would you consider the smallest size boat that could safely travel around the ocean? Assuming of course the structural integrity of the boat is ideal for its size and form factor. ali3, Aug 15, 2011. #1. There's an old sailor's rule which is, never go to sea in a boat smaller than the seas you'll encounter. Trust me on this, you don't want to be in a 15' boat in a 16' sea, which is a fairly common occurrence in deep water. Attached Files: HullCutaway.jpg. Smaller boats have zero chance to fight the bigger boats, so let us at least outrun them. Give respawning pirates on their own boat a 5-10 second grace period so they have an advantage to try and reclaim their ship. Larger crews can just station 3 players to kill all respsawners and 1 player to steal all of their stuff - making it impossible to reclaim your ship, and making it too easy to claim someone's ship. Small boats are harder. Used well, they can definitely escape from or defeat a galleon. But, it takes more skill than a galleon. The Rowboat is a sea-faring item in Sea of Thieves. The Rowboat was added to the game in the Forsaken Shores DLC. Rowboats are not automatically assigned to ships, but can be found adrift near any of the islands in the game. Once located, take and row the boat back to the ship, then dock it at the back. The ships were introduced primarily due to the super-heated water surrounding the new Devil's Roar islands, which can be quite lethal to a swimmer.